
 

5 Presentation Secrets  
to Grow Your Business NOW! 

Hi, this is Joe Williams. Welcome to 5 Presentation Secrets you can use to 
Grow Your Business Now.  

As business owners and professionals, the skill of being effective with 
different types of presentations, whether it's presentations that we give is 
sales, presentations to close that big deal or to just make a sale, to be able 
to have the income and have the revenue to increase our business. Today 
or this week, sales presentations, whether it's presentations to our team, 
whether you have a team of 5, a team of 20, a team of 30 or 40, whether 
you're talking about presentations to a team in your life that is not your 
professional or your business life, not your company, maybe you are called 
upon to give presentations and to speak at your church or in a religious 
organization or a civic group that you belong to, a business networking 
group that you might belong to, presentations that you may give that aren't 
sales presentations, but they’re presentations to a team could be your 
employees, presentations that are for negotiations - this is a big one - any 
great negotiation is really a process of opening with a powerful presentation 
that persuades people. Having that skill in your back pocket, so that you 
can call upon it at any point in time is a valuable skill as a business owner.  
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Maybe it's for presentations on video or if you're interviewed on television 
or radio or something like that. You find yourself at a loss for words. Don't 
know what to say or get overly nervous and get shut down by that.  

Well, I'm going to give you some tips, some techniques and some secrets 
for handling all those situations today.  

Quickly, and as we go into this time, let me say this. Grab a pen and paper 
because you're going to want to take notes. This is going to be an active 
working session that we're going to do together today. And so you're going 
to want to take notes, not just on what I say, but on the big ideas that occur 
to you as a result of what I say and more importantly maybe the action plan 
or some to do's, some action steps that you think of out of this time that we 
spend that will really start shaping and changing your ability to be even 
more compelling, more persuasive, more powerful when you're asked to 
give presentations in any of those situations.  

And even more so, presentation skills is something that's fascinated me for 
a long time because quite honestly, I was not born as someone who had a 
skill in this arena. In fact, some of you may be able to relate. I had a 
horrible fear of public speaking and giving presentations when I was young. 
It was almost a phobia, if you will. I had horrible, horrible stage fright. And I 
work with a lot of people now who, this is something we'll be talking about 
this in a few minutes, but this is something that they have to be able to 
control and to mitigate within themselves. To be able to get past it so that 
they can be more effective, you can be more compelling, you can be more 
persuasive. You can't be shut down by that stage fright.  

So early on I started studying great communicators. Great communicators 
in business, great communicators, in politics, great communicators as 
leaders, great communicators in religious organizations and people who 
started big movements, spiritual movements, things like that.  

And what I found were some common traits. What I found was there were 
three really important things that great communicators always 
remembered. And that is this: they knew, number one, that people won't 
remember what we say in presentations. People won't remember the words 
you say. What they'll take away is how you made them feel and how they 
felt as a result of the time that they spent with you in a presentation.  

Did they feel inspired? Did they feel bored? Did they feel excited? Did they 
feel scattered and confused? Most people don't remember at all, out of a 
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given sales presentation, for instance, when they make a buying decision 
to do business with you. They don't make that based on simply the words 
you say. They make it based on the feeling that they get injected with as 
part of that presentation. The excitement, the possibility, the enthusiasm. Or 
they make it because they want to avoid losing something. They want to 
avoid losing money, losing something they love in their lives, something like 
that. They make decisions for emotional reasons.  

In presentations, the first thing to remember is people don't remember what 
we say, our words, what they take away is how we made them feel.  

Our job number two is not to talk at a group, not to talk at people, but to 
have a conversation with the individuals. I call this “connected 
conversations”. We'll talk more about that in a little while.  

And then number three, here's our real job. If you want to be effective with 
presentation skills, effective with public speaking, you've got to remember 
that your real job is to move people emotionally to do something differently 
as a result of the time that they've spent with you.  

We're going to make you a more effective presenter right now, a more 
effective communicator, to give you some tips and tricks and secrets you 
can use today to be more effective.  

Let's start at the beginning.  

Secret number one out of our five secrets: secret number one is ways to 
avoid and control your stage fright. We start here because this is a 
common thing that a lot of people that I work with experience and maybe 
you can relate.  

What's interesting is people say to me all the time, “Well, you know, I'm fine 
when I talk with a person one-on-one” or “I'm fine when I talked with maybe 
two or three people, but why do I get so nervous when there's just five 
people that I'm speaking to? Or when there's 10 people that I'm speaking 
to, or 20 people that I'm speaking to, why am I okay one-on-one, Joe and 
I'm not okay with just five, 10, 20 people? Why do I freak out? It doesn't 
make any sense.”  

Well, here's why. It doesn't make any sense. What you're experiencing in 
stage fright is nothing more than a fight or flight response. Studies through 
the years have shown that we as humans in the 21st century, we evolved 
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to avoid dangerous situations and public speaking or presentation skills 
closely relates to a very dangerous situation that we have faced as humans 
for thousands of years. Think about this, for thousands and thousands of 
years. If you as a human, were out in the open, you were totally exposed. 
You were unarmed, you had no defensive mechanisms at all and you were 
being stared at by a pack of eyes. Think about that. You're out in the open. 
You're defenseless and you're being stared at by a pack of something for 
thousands and thousands of years. What did that mean?  

It means your butt was about to get eaten is what it meant!  

So we still have that portion of our reptilian brain as humans that fight or 
flight mechanism is set off. When we step in front of a pack of eyes, in the 
form of a group, it may be five people where your stage fright gets 
triggered. It may be 10, it may be 20. The important thing to remember is 
two things. Number one, you need one thing at that moment in time, more 
than anything else on earth, you need to breathe. To breathe.  

Think about what happens when our body goes into a fight or flight 
response. All sorts of chemicals are released within our body. Adrenaline, 
cortisone, our heart beats a little more quickly, our muscles tighten and coil 
for a fight or a flight. And so all those things together, what ends up 
happening is our muscles compress, the blood vessels shut down, and our 
brain needs oxygen, gets restricted so our body goes into further fight or 
flight response because we're not getting the thing we need called Air. 
Oxygen to our brains.  

What you need in that moment to be able to to combat your fight or flight 
response - anybody who's ever done any training with special forces or 
anything like that, they'll say the most important thing to control your fight or 
flight responses, are a couple of fold. Number one, breathe deeply to be 
able to relax a bit and slow your heart rate. That's the number one thing 
you can do to start combatting your stage fright, your fight or flight 
response.  

The second thing you can do is this - know what triggers you. So maybe it's 
the group size. Maybe you say, “Joe, I'm totally fine with five people. What 
with 20? That's where I started to get stage fright.” Well, if you know that, 
you can start to head that fight or flight off at the pass by breathing more 
deeply in anticipation as you move closer to the time to speak.  
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Maybe it is if you feel prepared versus not prepared. That's a trigger for 
some people when they're unprepared, they get more nervous. Or for some 
people, they get more nervous when they talk to people they know than if 
they talk to a group of strangers.  

So know what your triggers are. Is it group size? Is it preparation? Is it 
whether you're talking to people you know or people you don't know. If you 
know your triggers, you can start to figure out ways to prepare for that 
presentation which will put you into state to be able to handle that 
presentation situation more powerfully by understanding your triggers and 
not get caught off guard. Having your fight or flight mechanism kick in when 
you don't expect it.  

So that leads us to secret number two, preparation. The greatest 
communicators on earth I've always found have been people who prepared 
exhaustively for their presentations. They don't just walk in and wing. 
Rarely is the person who walks in and just shoots from the hip. The most 
effective they can be in a preparation, say a sales presentation - You’ve got 
to know your open. You've got to know how to close powerfully as we'll talk 
about in a few seconds.  

But here's the thing to understand in any presentation, a study that was 
done in the 1960 showed that an audience makes judgments about a 
presenter. They make judgements about a communicator, they make 
judgments about you in the first seven seconds of a presentation situation, 
and they hold those judgements to be true throughout an entire 
presentation.  

Now you can change their mind, but why not make an amazing first 
impression? So I always tell people, when you take the stage, when you 
step up to give a presentation, when you walk in front of a boardroom table, 
when you walk in front of your employees, you need to be at a level 10 
before you ever start speaking, so that that opening seven seconds is 
energetic. It's passionate, it's enthusiastic - passion, excitement, 
enthusiasm, energy are contagious. So get yourself into an energized state 
before you ever open your mouth. And that'll help with your stage fright 
number one, as we talked about. And number two, it'll also help make that 
initial impression, that opening seven seconds powerfully. So you set the 
tone, you set the tone for a powerful presentation just from your opening 
seven seconds.  
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Number three is eye contact. Here's an idea for eye contact. A lot of people 
when they go to give presentations, think, “well, let me just look over 
everybody's head.” Well, that doesn't work very well because the eyes are 
the window to the soul. People can tell when you're not looking at them 
because you're nervous and if you're looking over their head or you're 
scanning your eyes back and forth trying to make it around to everybody 
quickly, and you never take time to connect and have a conversation with 
the humans that you're making a presentation to. Slow down, hold eye 
contact for a beat and connect with people. I call it “connected 
conversations”. Remember, it's not about talking at a group to be effective 
as a presenter. It's about having a conversation with the individuals that 
have given you the honor and privilege of their time and attention.  

So number three, secret number three, learn to have connected 
conversations, slow down and make eye contact.  

Number four. Number four is during your preparation, you need to finish 
first. When you start doing your planning during your presentation, in other 
words, decide how you're going to close that presentation powerfully. Every 
great close should have a call to action. In other words, where you tell the 
audience, you tell the group your presenting to what to do next, or you ask 
them to do something next. If that is to buy from you, this is where you ask 
for the sale. If it is that you're in a negotiation situation, this is where you 
make your opening negotiation offer maybe, or maybe this is where you 
make your final negotiation offer. Wherever the presentation may fall within 
the negotiation. If this is when you're talking to your employees, this is 
when you call out the actions you want them to take differently within your 
business. You want them to step up and start performing at a higher level. 
Your call to action is where you ask them to do that at the end in your close.  

So think of it almost as like two book ends to a powerful presence 
presentation, a strong opening where you set the tone in that opening 
seven seconds that you want to set, and then you come back at the end 
with a powerful, compelling and persuasive close with a strong call to 
action of exactly what you'd like them to do differently.  

And then number five - the fifth thing I'd offer you as a tip for becoming 
better as a presenter is get some professional coaching. If you can work 
with somebody who can see the absolute best in you, who can see your 
potential and help bring it out as a presenter. And there's a lot of things 
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available in your city or your town. Maybe it's a join a toastmasters club, or 
maybe take a Dale Carnegie training.  

Here's the thing to remember, as a businessperson - presentation skills and 
working with a world class presentation coach is some of the best money 
you will ever spend. If you don't trust me on it. Trust Warren Buffet, one of 
the wealthiest men on the planet, one of the greatest business owners in 
the United States or in the world today. Warren Buffet said this recently in 
an article in Fortune magazine. He said, “The most important skill any 
businessperson can acquire that will multiply their earning potential is the 
skill of being a powerful presenter. It's learning public speaking.” Warren 
Buffett said, “if you come to my office in Omaha, Nebraska, where my 
offices are, if you come to my office, you're not going to see my college 
diploma. You're not going to see my high school diploma. You're not going 
to see the diploma that I got from Columbia University as my graduate 
degree. You're only going to see one diploma hanging on the wall of my 
office.” Warren Buffet said “That diploma is a diploma that I got from a 
public speaking training I took when I was in my early twenties and it was 
the greatest money I ever spent because I had such horrible stage fright 
that I wasn't willing to stand up in front of a group and be persuasive and 
powerful. I let my stage fright stopped me.”  

Think about this, if you own your own business right now, think about this: 
How much money have you walked away from in the last five years 
because maybe you were either A - you were afraid of giving presentations 
so you just didn't seize every opportunity, or B - you didn't know how to be 
effective, and so you stood up and gave a presentation, but you kind of 
wandered your way through it and you didn't really get to where it was you 
were trying to go. You got done and you were disappointed in yourself.  

Think about how much that's costing you through the last five years of your 
career and then think about how much this skill can be worth to you.  

If you master it, you master it so your sales presentations close sales more 
powerfully.  

You master it so that when you speak to your employees and to your team, 
you inspire greater service, greater loyalty. You inspire them to do more in 
their job. Think about what that would be worth.  

Think about what it would be worth if every time you were on video or you 
were interviewed for a magazine for a radio show or television show, or you 
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had to film something - you are confident in yourself and you knew how to 
be compelling, powerful, and persuasive in your presentation skills.  

I've just given you five secrets here. You can take any one of these five and 
put them into effect today in your business and start seeing the payoff over 
the course of the week, 30 days and so forth into the future. I hope you 
took a lot of notes.  

Again, my name is Joe Williams. I want to encourage you, master this skill.  

As Warren Buffet said, it's the most valuable skill any businessperson can 
ever take the time and the money to master. You owe it to yourself. You 
owe it to your business. You owe it to your family. You owe it to your future.  

If you are a leader, this is a skill you must have. Take the time, find the 
resources, get the training and become deadly good, effective at 
presentation skills.  

Have a phenomenal day. We'll see you somewhere soon. 
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